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CREDITS
“Raiders! Comms, wide band distress signal! Engineering, main engine to full! Tactical, get the
grappler arms online. Our last resort is to eject cargo and let the vultures pick at it while we escape.
This rust bucket better hold together.”
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Game Masters need quality maps for their miniatures. DramaScape is committed to
bringing Game Masters the maps they need. This map product is a
full-color, 48 x 20 inch, floor plan of a space ship.

This product also includes a 360°
interactive image of the interior.

The door to the rest of the ship is behind
the captain’s station. The next room has
three doors. Two of them lead to the two
airlocks to the north and south.
To the east is the door to the crew’s
living quarters. The first room to the
north is the kitchen and mess hall with a
large metallic table with two benches.
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The Tug Ship’s bridge has a rectangular
design, with the walls curved near the
western wall near the beginning of the
ships fore. The bridge has seven
stations.

be a combined position, with the other
desk then being a security officer in that
case.
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DramaScape
map
products
are
designed to be compatible with both
square and hex-based games and this
map product includes both types of
overlays and also a no overlay version.
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The captain’s station has two display
computers that can give holographic
images of navigational data or be left as
a two dimensional panel.
The two-seater station is a joint
navigation and tactical station. The main
viewer shows what is in front of the ship,
and the two side display panels display
navigational and tactical information.
The tactical station controls the grapple
arms in combat.
The other display panels show other
information such as the ship’s current
pitch and yaw in space. The two other
stations in the corners are for
communications and relaying orders to
engineering.

The two desk stations toward the back
are for science/medical officers that may

The second room to the north is a small
medical lab with enough room for one
patient.
The first room to the south is the crew’s
barracks. This room has four bunk beds
(for 8 beds) and two couches to relax
on.
The other rooms to the south are three
bathrooms. The eastern door leads to
the back of the ship.
This room has three engineering display
panels and one display panel that can
be used for controlling the grappling
arms when not controlled by the tactical
station on the bridge.
Five connective tubes lead to the cargo
squares outside and hold them in place.
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